
 

                                                                                                   

 Winners: Reliant Trophy                                                           Winners: Eleanor McCraw     

                                   

 Austin Crilly/Tony Mullen/John Fitzgerald         Winners: Chris Brown/Keith Sephton 

                                                 2016 Summer Report   

First of all, a thank you to Tony Lear for organising and successfully running the summers 

competitions. This year the Reliant Trophy and Eleanor McCraw continued to be played on 

Monday and Wednesday’s.    

The CALB Hong Pairs which went through a period of unrest was won by Tony & Mary 

Mullen 

The Final of Reliant Trophy was won by John Fitzgerald, Tony Mullen and Austin Crilly 

winning 15-7 against Wayne Roberts, John Phoenix and Rona Hendry.  Chris brown presented 

the trophy. He also thanked Tony for running the competition and mentioned although Tony 

had qualified to be in the final along with Jim Pike they were unable to play for personal 

reasons. 

The Final of Eleanor McCraw was between Chris Brown, Keith Sephton against Tony Mullen 

and Wayne Roberts where Chris and Keith won 14-8. John Fitzgerald presented the trophy and 

echoed thanks for Tony Lear.  

Well done to all playing in the intense heat and thanks to John Fitzgerald for taking the 

photographs. 

During the summer the old carpet at the end of the rinks was replaced with a high quality carpet 

and thanks to John and helpers for fitting it and trust it will give us the 10-year warranty 

worth. 

Steve from the bar has smartened our pergola up by strengthening the structure and painting 

where it was required. 

Jim Pike reaches his 80th birthday on July 29th and the club presented him with a Magnum of 

Whisky. I am sure you will all join me in thanking him for the stiring job he has done over the 

many years looking after the management of all bowling surfaces we have had 

 

  This report will be on our website with photographs   http://www.bowlingalmeria.com  

Vic Parsons -Deputy Chairman/Press Secretary 

http://www.bowlingalmeria.com/


 

     

  

 

 
  

 

 

  

 

  

  

   

 

    
  

    


